Design Decisions

1. Insert your short and compelling design decision title phrase

Begin your design decision discussion with introducing the decision and the rationale behind why you chose it but be sure to discuss any limitations this choice still has.

*Alternatives Considered:* Then go on to listing alternative design choices you may have considered and discuss why you didn’t choose them, comparing them to the design you did choose.

2. Insert your short and compelling design decision title phrase

Begin your design decision discussion with introducing the decision and the rationale behind why you chose it but be sure to discuss any limitations this choice still has.

*Alternatives Considered:* Then go on to listing alternative design choices you may have considered and discuss why you didn’t choose them, comparing them to the design you did choose.

3. Insert your short and compelling design decision title phrase

Begin your design decision discussion with introducing the decision and the rationale behind why you chose it but be sure to discuss any limitations this choice still has.

*Alternatives Considered:* Then go on to listing alternative design choices you may have considered and discuss why you didn’t choose them, comparing them to the design you did choose.

4. Insert your short and compelling design decision title phrase

Begin your design decision discussion with introducing the decision and the rationale behind why you chose it but be sure to discuss any limitations this choice still has.
Alternatives Considered: Then go on to listing alternative design choices you may have considered and discuss why you didn’t choose them, comparing them to the design you did choose.

Ethical / Social Reflection

Describe how conducting the A4 reflection informed your design process in this assignment. In particular, has your interface design changed as a result – how, or why not? Also, are there other social/ethical implications that you encountered when translating your wireframes into a working implementation?